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Same
difference
See retail in in any country across
the world, and you realise that
consumer challenges are local,
even when they are global

o

ne recent story I read
detailed the issues Indonesian merchants face in
trying to maintain loyalty
ers collect loyalty cards as if they are
coupons. The customers have learned
to use different programmes at different
times, depending on the offer or price
promotion.
What these savvy consumers are

loyalty marketing. For one thing, India's
mixture of cultures, ages and socioeconomic status extends to consumer
attitudes and perceptions about loyalty.
Understanding the many perspectives in
the broader perceptions of those many

This economic dynamism offers
dramatic opportunities for both Indian

needs of the individual consumer.

a

organised retail accounted for less than

are opening and existing ones are

loyalty. any sharp loyalty programme
operator should recognise this fact
before even attempting to change behaviour. To gain dedicated customers—
not bargain hunters—marketers must

form a coveted international market,
retail patrons as large as the current
population of the United states.

count Indians as valued customers.
-

expectations. an expanding economy
means more sophisticated consumers

By Bryan Pearson
Temporary solutions, such as occasional
sales or discounts, may be born of good

customer loyalty.
Loyalty in any language does, after
all, mean loyalty. But India does present
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among the BrIC nations of Brazil, russia, India and China.

per cent annual gross domestic product
greater value and more immediate
service. add to this the already-noted

per cent, according to the International
Monetary Fund. It has become one of
the fastest-expanding economies in

country includes many languages and
a great diversity of cultures, religions,
age groups and further characteristics
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In India, this translates to an average

relevance
is key because it represents the most

on average belonging to more (3.7)
distinguishing feature. In every industry,
loyalty programme among top earnconsistently lead on price or even on
respectively). among middle-income
earners, it's privacy concerns (39 per

remnants of business, not for engaged

tomers love it, and then build on those
respectively) rank as the top reasons.
mere behavioural habits of shopping on
Establish relevance as it represents the most powerful
opportunity for creating emotional loyalty with customers

particularly high expectations in
return for their loyalty plan participation. Forty per cent expect special ser-

tion, and you are ratcheting up those
expectations.
This presents a lucrative, but challenging opportunity for brands emerging

comparable or even more convenient
alternatives available.
once it has

so much.
feature, the company should think of
complementary services or experiences

merely opening your doors ensures
business, it is tempting to simply launch
a loyalty programme and expect the

consumer, he or she has plenty of other
options to turn to, for good.
Consider these numbers, from the

attitudes and behaviours about loyalty
in India, China, Brazil, Canada, australia
and the Us.
surveyed trust foreign brands more
than Indian brands. In addition,
strongly that competition from foreign
companies is a good thing. With
more mature loyalty programmes and
approaches, and both Indian and

improve over the next decade, and
class consumers share that positive
economic outlook. sub-groups are

ers? Building added features into the
loyalty initiative that support this

improve in the coming years.

in the long run, than simply running
promotions.
Winning loyalty is a universal

s

poration or a multi-national, engender
loyalty among its hundreds of millions
of increasingly discerning consumers?
For starters, brands
relevant to their customers and then
tailor communications, opportunities
and experiences to respond to that
mean sending offers or discounts.
Using loyalty as a price and promotion

against them in the market.
an emotional connection or any of the
elements necessary to building loyalty.

-
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-

solutions can cross borders. From India
to the United states to Brazil, gaining

critical part of building it.
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